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Abstract

A major challenge in Automatic Speech Recognition(ASR) sys-

tems is to handle speech from a diverse set of accents. A model

trained using a single accent performs rather poorly when con-

fronted with different accents. One of the solutions is a multi-

condition model trained on all the accents. However the perfor-

mance improvement in this approach might be rather limited.

Otherwise, accent-specific models might be trained but they be-

come impractical as number of accents increases. In this paper,

we propose a novel acoustic model architecture based on Mix-

ture of Experts (MoE) which works well on multiple accents

without having the overhead of training separate models for sep-

arate accents. The work is based on our earlier work, termed as

MixNet, where we showed performance improvement by sep-

aration of phonetic class distributions in the feature space. In

this paper, we propose an architecture that helps to compensate

phonetic and accent variabilities which helps in even better dis-

crimination among the classes. These variabilities are learned in

a joint frame-work, and produce consistent improvements over

all the individual accents, amounting to an overall 18% rela-

tive improvement in accuracy compared to baseline trained in

multi-condition style.

Index Terms: multi-accent acoustic model, mixture of experts,

deep learning, automatic speech recognition

1. Introduction

With the advancing research in Automatic Speech Recognition

and Deep Neural Network (DNN) based Acoustic Models re-

placing the conventional GMM-HMM models, we have seen

significant improvements in ASR performance. This has lead to

the application of speech recognition in a plethora of domains,

and due to the need for a more natural human computer in-

teraction, these systems have seeped into our daily lives. The

immediate consequence is that the ASR technology has to face

more challenging problems to support applications in real world

scenario, such as speech recognition in far-field and noisy con-

ditions. One of the most important demand in ASR in recent

years is to provide support for multiple accents in a unifying

framework while improving ASR experience for the users. In

literature this is known as multi-accent acoustic modeling.

Dialects1 are defined as variations within a language that

differ in geographical regions and social groups, which can be

distinguished by traits of phonology, grammar, and vocabulary

[1]. Accents are known to be one of the primary source of

speech variability [2]. Due to demographical and social dif-

ferences, the same language spoken in different parts of the

globe leads to significant variations in the way the words are

enunciated which poses a serious challenge to current ASR sys-

tems. When acoustic model trained over one accent is tested

1In this paper we use the terms dialect and accent interchangeably.

across others, the performance degrades severely due to mis-

match in dialects and speaking styles than those observed dur-

ing system training. Training a separate model for each ac-

cent is cumbersome from a commercialization point of view

as it increases maintenance cost drastically as number of tar-

get accents increase, making seamless support for all accents

intractable. This demands for having a unifying frame-work for

multi-accent acoustic modeling, the objective of which is to de-

velop a common acoustic model to reduce the word error rates

for all target accents simultaneously taking this variability into

account. In the simplest form, this is typically achieved by train-

ing a single model on all the accents in a multi-condition style

simply by pooling data from all target accents. Though promis-

ing, the improvement observed in this approach is limited.

In ASR, the essential goal, given a speech signal, is to iden-

tify the best possible phone sequence. This task is compli-

cated by the fact that, even in the single accent scenerio, differ-

ent acoustic classes (such as phonemes) may be strongly over-

lapped in the acoustic space. Such variations are inherent in

natural speech and are difficult to learn, as a result the acoustic

model may fail to recognize the correct class especially in the

strongly overlapped regions, leading to high inter-class confu-

sion and word recognition errors. On top of that, in the multi-

accent scenario, a single phoneme can be enunciated differently

by users speaking in different accents. As a result, the overlap

in the acoustic space may become more severe due to complex

interactions between accent and phonetic variabilities. The ob-

jective of the paper is to present an architecture for acoustic

modeling that accounts for these two types of acoustic variabil-

ity in a joint framework.

In our earlier work [3], we developed a novel architecture,

named MixNet, for acoustic modeling (in single accent frame-

work) which was based on Mixture of Experts (MoE). MoEs are

essentially region-dependent processing of the features using an

ensemble of experts, which could be either classifiers or regres-

sors [4, 5, 6]. Different experts are specialized to operate on

specific regions in the input space. Outputs of the experts are

linearly combined using data dependent weights generated by

an additional auxiliary classifier. The role of this classifier is to

“select” (soft or hard) the best expert that is akin to the location

of the feature vector in the input space [3]. On a large vocab-

ulary ASR task, it was shown that MixNet helps to reduce the

overlap in the distribution of different phonetic classes which

resulted in a large improvement in the ASR accuracy.

In this paper we propose to extend the previous work by

combining two MixNet layers sequentially, in which the first

layer accounts for phonetic variability and the other accounts

for accent variability. It is found that MixNet used alone

for phonetic variability gives 6% improvement relative, while

MixNet used only for accent compensation gives 7.5% im-

provement separately. We show that our proposed architecture

which jointly learns phonetic and accent variabilities helps in
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better discrimination among the classes increasing the overall

improvement to 18% relative.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In

Section 2, we present a survey on multi-accent speech recogni-

tion. Sections 3 and 4 will look into MixNet and our proposed

approach. Description of data used and experimental setup are

discussed in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. Section 7

presents summary and scope of future work.

2. Related Work

Accented speech recognition has been an extensively re-

searched in earlier years. One of the most obvious and earliest

techniques was to use an augmented dictionary, i.e. adding ac-

cent specific pronunciations, which reduced cross-accent recog-

nition error rates [7]. Apart from English language, multiple

accents in languages like Chinese and Afrikaans have also been

studied in prior work [8, 9, 10, 11].

Initial approaches for accented speeh recognition on adapt-

ing acoustic and pronunciation models were based on GMM-

HMM based models [8, 9, 10, 12]. With time, DNN based

Acoustic Models [13] became a standard and DNN-based adap-

tation approaches included having accent-specific output layers

and shared hidden layers [11, 14]. The use of model interpo-

lation has also been utilized to learn accent dependent models

where the interpolation weights were learnt using data [15]. In a

more recent work, connectionist temporal classification (CTC)

loss function was proposed for multi-accented speech [16]

where hierarchical grapheme-based models that jointly predicts

both graphemes and phones performed the best. Recently, lever-

aging native language information for accented speech recogni-

tion [17] have proved to be effective where the authors use na-

tive language data in a multitask framework. Multitask learning

has also been used to jointly learn accent classifier and acoustic

model. Yang et al. [1] used an Acoustic Model for American

and British Accented Speech and model selection using accent

classifier whereas Jain et al. [18] proposed Accent Embeddings

and a generalized multi-accent Acoustic Model which is shown

to work on both seen and unseen accents.

3. Review of MixNet for Phonetic
Variability

In our previous work [3], we developed MixNet, which uses

mixture of experts (MoE) to “segregate” phonetic classes in the

feature space (in a single accent scenario). Specifically, in one

of the four configurations in the paper (i.e., MixNet-I), the in-

put features are transformed by an MoE layer in which region-

dependent (experts) affine transforms are applied to move the

features in different directions in the acoustic space. Experi-

mentally it was verified that it leads to better separation of the

phonetic-classes in the feature space and resulted in large im-

provement in ASR accuracy.

The block diagram of MixNet-I is shown in Figure 1. The

experts, denoted by Ai matrices in the Figure, are learned on

top of input features belonging to different acoustic regions.

The regions may be pre-defined to be broad phonetic classes.

An auxiliary classifier is trained to classify input features into

these classes. The outputs from the experts are then combined

linearly using posterior probabilities generated by a classifier as

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of MixNet: Mixture of Experts for

phonetic variability

weights. Mathematically,

y(t) =

Cp∑

i=1

αi(t)A(i)x(t) (1)

where Cp is the number of the broad phonetic classes, xt and

yt are the input and output features of the MoE network. αi(t)
is the posterior probability (or the gating signal) of class i per-

taining to frame at time t, which is generated by the classifier.

4. Proposed Architecture for Joint Phonetic
and Accent Variability

As discussed in the Introduction, in a multi-accent scenario,

the speech is affected by highly non-linear interaction between

phonetic and accent variability that may lead to strongly over-

lapped phonetic classes. In this paper, we propose an extension

of MixNet where we aim not only to account for phonetic vari-

ability but also accent variability in a joint frame-work. The de-

velopments are done in steps, where we first consider MixNet

only for phonetic variability, followed by MixNet only for ac-

cent variability, followed by MixNet for both.

We start with a Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [19]

as the baseline Acoustic Model. The use of TDNN is moti-

vated by the fact that it performs at par with recurrent neural

network based acoustic models [19, 20] while still being able

to be trained in parallel due to the absence of recurrent connec-

tions. They are successful in learning long-term dependencies

in the input signal using only short-term acoustic features. This

is a single model trained on data containing multiple accents.

We extend this TDNN-HMM model to incorporate MixNet lay-

ers. With this aim two MixNet layers are applied (Figure 2), the

first one designed to compensate phonetic variability and the

second one for accent variability. It is argued that the proposed

architecture helps to compensate phonetic and accent variabili-

ties which learns better discrimianatory features, hence improv-

ing the performance for the various accents.

4.1. MixNet for Phonetic Variability: MixNet-P

As proposed in [3] and described in Section 3, we apply a

MixNet layer just before the first TDNN layer for phonetic vari-

ability. The “experts” in this MoE layer are affine transforms

operating on 3 phonetic classes, namely voiced, unvoiced and
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silence. The experts are controlled by “gating signals” gener-

ated by an auxiliary TDNN Phone Classifier (PhoneAuxNet).

This auxiliary TDNN is trained to classify acoustic feature vec-

tors into these 3 phonetic classes.

4.2. MixNet for Accent Variability: MixNet-A

In the second extension, a MixNet layer is trained to transform

the input features in the accent space. The architecture is simi-

lar to MixNet-P, with the difference that the auxiliary classifier

is now trained to classify frames into accents. The “experts”

are thus specific to regions in the accent space, instead of pho-

netic classes. This MixNet layer is inserted just before the first

TDNN layer. Similar to MixNet-P, these experts are controlled

by the outputs of the auxiliary TDNN Accent Classifier (Accen-

tAuxNet). Mathematically,

z(t) =

Ca∑

i=1

βi(t)Bix(t) (2)

where Ca is the number of accent classes, in our case 9 (8 ac-

cents and 1 additional class for silence). x(t) and z(t) are the

input and output of the MixNet layer respectively and βi(t) is

the posterior probability of class i for frame at time t. z(t) is

fed to the following TDNN layers in the acoustic model.

4.3. MixNet for Phonetic & Accent Variability: MixNet-PA

The major contribution of this paper is a novel architecture

which uses both phonetic and accent transformation as de-

scribed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in joint frame-work. The ar-

chitecture of the network is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of MixNet-PA for joint Phonetic

and Accent Variability

The model uses two MixNet layers sequentially. The ex-

perts in the first layer learn transformation of the input acous-

tic feature that will increase separation of the phonetic classes.

These experts are represented by Ai matrices. The operation is

given by Eq. 1. This is followed by MixNet-A which acts upon

y(t) and learns transformations specific to accents in the accent

space (Eq. 2, except x(t) is replaced by y(t)).

5. Data Description

We use a multi-accent set of SpeechOcean[21] data for all our

experiments. The data set included a total of 8 accents of En-

glish namely, Australian (AUS), Canadian (CAN), British (GB),

Indian (IN), Korean (KR), Chinese (CHN), United States (US)

and Spanish (SPN). The training set (“TRAIN”), the validation

set (“VAL”) and the test set (“TEST”) are a mixture of these 8

accents. The detailed statistics are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics of the data used in all the experiments.

Dataset Hrs. of Speech # Sentences

TRAIN 736 490792

DEV 1.2 800

TEST 6 4000

TRAIN is used for training all the networks. DEV is used

for hyperparameter tuning and all the results in the paper are

reported on TEST. TEST and DEV are equal in accent represen-

tation and the composition of TRAIN in given in Table 2.

Table 2: Accent-wise break-down of the TRAIN set.

Accent Percent Hrs. of Speech # Sentences

AUS 14.3 105 70000

KR 7 50 33746

CAN 7.2 56 37266

SPN 14.3 105 70000

CHN 14.3 105 70000

US 14.3 105 69780

GB 14.3 105 70000

IN 14.3 105 70000

6. Experimental Analysis

6.1. Baseline

All experiments are conducted using the Kaldi toolkit [22]. The

first baseline system is a feed-forward TDNN network with sub-

sampling at intermediate layers. The first layer performs affine

transform on spliced frames (frames forming a window of size

t − 2 to t + 2). Following the input layer, the network con-

sists of 7 layers of 1024 nodes with ReLU activation function

spliced with offsets {0}, {-1,2}, {-3,3}, {-5,3}, {-7,2}, {-9,4},

{0} respectively with cross entropy loss across senones. We

use 41-dim fbank features as input. For decoding, a tri-gram

language model was trained using the training transcripts. This

model is trained in a multi-condition style where speech from

all accents are pooled. We refer to this model as Baseline in the

experiments.

For comparison, the results are shown for a second base-

line network proposed in [18], which is a multitask network. It

was shown that this model improves accented speech recogni-

tion accuracy using accent dependent features learned end-to-

end. This network is referred to as Multitask Baseline in the

experiments.

6.2. Auxiliary Classifier Networks

The details of the two classifiers used in our experiments

namely PhoneAuxNet and AccentAuxNet are given below.

PhoneAuxNet: The classifier used in conjunction with
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Figure 3: Accent-wise WERs on TEST set of all the proposed networks. MixNet-PA gives substantial improvement on every accent.

MixNet-P layer of the network is a 4-layer TDNN phone clas-

sifier consisting of 512 nodes with ReLU activation function

spliced with offsets {-1,2}, {-3,3}, {-3,3}, {0} respectively. As

discussed, the classes are 3 broad phonetic classes. The targets

are obtained by forced alignment of the utterances and mapping

each phone to its corresponding class. We experimented with

higher number of phonetic classes, but the performance was op-

timum for 3-classes.

AccentAuxNet: The classifier used with MixNet-A layer con-

sisted of 8 accent classes plus one additional class for non-

speech phones (to account for non-speech frames). The network

comprises of 5 layers of TDNN containing 512 nodes each with

ReLU activation function. The first layer takes the current frame

and 2 frames each, as left and right context, followed by lay-

ers with offsets {-1,2}, {-3,3}, {-7,2} , {0} respectively. The

targets are (frame level) accents for each utterance. The frame-

level accuracy of the two classifiers are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Frame accuracy of auxiliary networks on the VAL set

Model Accuracy (%)

PhoneAuxNet (3 class) 87.0

AccentAuxNet (9 class) 92.0

6.3. Improvement using MixNet-P and MixNet-A

Table 4 shows the recognition performance of the network ar-

chitectures proposed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 compared to our

two baseline systems. It can be seen that both MixNet-P and

MixNet-A give a relative improvement of 6% and 7.5% respec-

tively over the first baseline whereas they still perform poorly

as compared to our Multitask Baseline.

6.4. Improvement using MixNet-PA

We finally explore the performance of the proposed MixNet-

PA which combines both MixNet-P and MixNet-A sequentially.

Table 5 shows the WER in comparison with the two baselines.

Table 4: Performance of MixNet-P & MixNet-A

Model Parameters WER (%)

Baseline 20.5M 30.2

Multitask Baseline 29.2M 27.2

MixNet-P 22.5M 28.3

MixNet-A 23M 27.9

It is observed that MixNet-PA outperforms both our Baseline

networks by considerable margins. Specifically, it is better than

the first Baseline by 5.5% absolute which corresponds to 18.2%

relative. Moreover, the improvement is consistent over all the

accents as shown in the plot (Figure 3). It is also noted that

MixNet-PA contains much less number parameter than Multi-

task Baseline, yet the performance is significantly better.

Table 5: WERs (in %) of MixNet-PA compared to the baselines.

Model Parameters WER (%)

Baseline 20.5M 30.2

Multitask Baseline 29.2M 27.2

MixNet-PA 26M 24.7

7. Conclusions

In this work, we explore the use of Mixture of Experts based

acoustic model for multi-accent speech recognition where we

create a unified acoustic model for multiple accents. This

network learns to segregate accent-specific and phone-specific

speech variabilities in a joint frame-work, which gives far supe-

rior performance compared to a multi-accent baseline system,

obtaining upto 18% relative WER reduction on the test set. For

future work, we will investigate different architectures and ana-

lyze the segregation of the input features. We will also look into

tying similar accents into one expert.
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